INTRODUCTION 45
Alleles in different populations are often expressed in a different environment and a 46 different genetic background. As a result of genotype by environment interaction and non-47 additive genetic effects, those differences result in different allele substitution effects between 48 populations (Fisher 1918; Fisher 1930; Falconer 1952 ). In addition, the set of loci underlying 49 a trait can differ between populations. Therefore, a single genotype may have different 50 additive genetic values in different populations. For each population, the additive genetic 51 value is the product of the genotype, measured as allele count at each locus, multiplied by the 52 allele substitution effects for that population. The additive genetic correlation between two 53 populations is the correlation between the two additive genetic values of a single genotype in 54 both populations and may considerably differ from one. 55
Knowledge of the genetic correlation between populations helps to understand the 56 differences and similarities between populations in genetic architecture of complex traits (De 57 Candia et al. 2013; Brown et al. 2016) . For both genomic prediction and genome-wide 58 association studies, combining information from populations is an attractive approach to 59 increase the prediction accuracy of estimated genetic values or the power to identify 60 quantitative trait loci. This is especially the case when the number of individuals with 61 genotypes and phenotypes in a population is limited. For both genomic prediction as well as 62 genome-wide association studies, the genetic correlation between populations determines the 63 added benefit of combining information from multiple populations ( For estimating a genetic correlation between two populations, it is essential to know the 69 relationships between individuals from the two populations. Traditionally, relationships 70 between individuals are based on pedigree information, which is generally only available 71 within population. The current availability of genome-wide marker panels has opened up new 72 opportunities to estimate genetic correlations between populations of distantly related 73 individuals, such as between breeds (e.g., Karoui Gianola et al. 2015) . However, in a simulation study where 88 populations had different LD patterns, the genetic correlation between populations was 89 accurately estimated based on marker information (Wientjes et al. 2015) . 90
The objective of this study was to investigate whether differences in LD and allele 91 frequencies of markers and causal loci between populations affect bias of the estimated 92 genetic correlation. We simulated two populations that were separated for 50 generations 93 using scenarios differing in consistency of LD and in allele frequencies of markers and causal 94 loci between the populations. We used different marker-based relationship matrices to 95 estimate the genetic correlation. 96
MATERIALS AND METHODS 97
Population structure 98 Two populations were simulated using QMSim software (Sargolzaei and Schenkel 2009 ). 99
The simulations were set-up to have the following two characteristics; 1) the two populations 100 should have different LD patterns, as measured by the LD statistic r, and 2) a large number of 101 loci should segregate in the last generation of which a part (>200 000) has similar allele 102 frequencies in both populations and another part (>200 000) different allele frequencies in 103 both populations. We simulated a historical population for 212 generations. The first 104 generation (generation -211) contained 300 individuals. In the following 100 generations 105 (generation -211 --112), population size gradually decreased to 50 individuals to create LD. 106
From generation -111 to generation -12, population size gradually increased to 300 107 individuals and was kept constant for the next 10 generations (generation -11 --2). In the last 108 generation of the historical population (generation -1), population size increased to 1800 109
individuals. 110
The last generation of the historical population was randomly divided into two equally 111 sized populations (A and B) of 900 individuals. In the next generation, the size of both 112 populations was increased to 1800 individuals and was kept constant for the following 40 113 generations (generation 1-40). Those reasonably large population sizes limited the drift of 114 allele frequencies. Number of offspring was set to 10 and selection was at random, so the 115 number of selected offspring per individual approximately followed a Poisson distribution, as 116 assumed in the Wright-Fisher model of genetic drift. In the last 10 generations (generation 41-117 50), population size decreased to 120 individuals in each population to increase the extent of 118 LD in each population, and the number of offspring was set to 20. In the entire simulation, the 119 male to female ratio was 1:5, generations were not overlapping and mating was at random. All 120 individuals from the last generation (2000) were used for the analyses. 121 122
Genome size 123
A genome of 10 chromosomes of one Morgan each was simulated. This genome size was a 124 balance between the computational effort of the analyses and the variation in relationships 125 between family members. By using fewer chromosomes, computational effort reduced, but 126 variation in relationships around their expectation based on the pedigree would have been 127 inflated (Hill 1993) . Each chromosome contained 300 000 randomly spaced loci, with a 128 recurrent mutation rate of 0.00005 in the historical population. In the last generation of the 129 historical population, segregating loci were selected and mutation was stopped. The chosen 130 population size and mutation rate resulted in a U-shaped allele frequency distribution of loci 131 in the two populations, as commonly found in real populations. 
should be less than 2, where AB p was the average 150 of p A and p B . For selecting markers with different allele frequencies in the two populations, 151
(1) loci had to segregate in at least one population, (2)
should be more than 0.14, and 152
should be more than 1. The cut-off values 153 were chosen to either minimize or maximize the difference in allele frequencies between the 154 populations, while ensuring that enough loci in each replicate met the criteria. We aimed to 155 select marker panels with a uniform allele frequency distribution to reflect commercially 156 available marker chips (Matsuzaki et al. 2004; Matukumalli et al. 2009; Ramos et al. 2009; 157 Groenen et al. 2011) . For this step, the loci that met the criteria were divided in 50 bins based 158 on average allele frequency over the two populations (i.e., allele frequencies of bin 1 ranged 159 from 0 -0.02, of bin 2 from 0.02 -0.04, etc.) and from each bin an equal number of loci was 160 randomly selected. When the number of loci was too small in the two extreme bins (0.00 -161 0.02, and 0.98 -1.00), the bins were combined with the neighboring bin. 162
For selecting causal loci, the same criteria and cut-off values were used as for markers, 163 with one exception. For the scenario where allele frequencies in the two populations were 164 similar, causal loci did not have to segregate in both populations, since some causal loci are 165 known to be at least partly population-specific (Kemper et al. 2015) . As an additional 166 criterion, causal loci could not already be selected as marker. Causal loci were randomly 167 selected from all loci that met the criteria, and therefore their allele frequency pattern 168 followed an approximate U-shaped distribution as expected for causal loci (Yang et al. 2010; 169 Kemper and Goddard 2012). 170
171

LD patterns and consistency of LD 172
The LD pattern and consistency in LD between the populations was investigated. Within 173 each population and between all causal loci and markers less than 10 cM apart, the parameter 174 r was calculated (Hill and Robertson 1968): 175
where f 11 is the haplotype frequency with allele 1 at the first locus and allele 1 at the second The additive genetic correlation between populations was estimated using the following 200 bivariate model: 201 with  representing the Kronecker product function, and e k are vectors with independent 206 residual effects. Genetic and residual variances were estimated using REML. The first 207 analyses were performed using ASReml software (Gilmour et al. 2015) . For the scenarios 208 analyzed later, we switched to MTG2 (Lee and van der Werf 2016) to reduce computation 209 time. We verified that the estimated variance components were identical using both programs. 210
The genomic relationship matrix (G) between all individuals was calculated as (Wientjes et 211
where W k is a matrix with centered allele counts of all individuals from population k, and p ki 215 is the allele frequency for locus i in population k. Centered allele counts were calculated as g ijk 216 -2p ik , where g ijk is the allele count of locus i for individual j from population k, coded as 0, 1 217 or 2. This G defines the relationships as standardized covariances between the genetic values 218 of individuals (Wientjes et al. 2017) . In all scenarios and in all 50 replicates, we calculated G 219 using allele counts of 1) causal loci, 2) HDP markers, 3) LDP markers, or 4) VLDP markers. 220
The relationships at causal loci are the true relationships for that trait, that are 221 
where n is the number of markers. To set-up A, the pedigree of the last 10 generations was 238 used, so that between-population A relationships were zero. The regression was done 239 separately within each population per bin of pedigree relationships (<0.10, 0.10-0.25, 0.25-240 0.50, >0.5) and between populations, since regression coefficients are higher for higher 241 pedigree relationships (Veerkamp et for QMSim, the Fortran-programs to select markers and causal loci for the different scenarios, 251 the Fortran-program to simulate phenotypes and the seeds for the different programs in each 252 of the replicates. 253
RESULTS 254
Characteristics of simulations 255
The criteria for selecting markers and causal loci resulted in clear differences between the 256 scenarios with similar and different allele frequencies in the two populations ( Figure 1) . As 257 intended, the allele frequency distribution was uniform for markers and U-shaped for causal 258 loci (not shown). Therefore, the percentage of causal loci with a minor allele frequency below 259 0.05 was higher (on average 33% in each population) than the percentage of markers with a 260 minor allele frequency below 0.05 (on average only 15% in each population). The decay of 261 LD was similar in both populations (Figure 2) , with a strong decay of LD at increasing 262 distances between the loci at the 0 -2 cM interval. The consistency of LD phase decreased 263 rapidly at short distances (0 -5 cM), and fluctuated around zero at distances larger than 5 cM. With relationships based on markers, all estimated genetic correlations were biased. When 277 marker-based relationships were not regressed towards the pedigree relationships, genetic 278 correlations were only slightly underestimated when the difference in allele frequencies of 279 causal loci between populations was reflected by the markers, i.e., when markers and causal 280 loci both had similar or different allele frequencies in the two populations ( Figure 3A and 3C ; 281 ~2.5% for HDP, ~3% for LDP, and ~11% for VLDP). The genetic correlation was much more 282 severely underestimated when the difference in allele frequencies of causal loci between 283 populations was not reflected by the markers (Figure 3B ; ~28% for HDP, ~30% for LDP, and 284 ~41% for VLDP). 285 Across all scenarios, regressing G towards the pedigree relationship matrix only had a 286 small effect on the estimated genetic correlation (Figure 4) . At a high marker density, 287 regressing G lowered the estimated genetic correlation. Therefore, the underestimation for 288 HDP and LDP markers increased from ~4% to ~9% when the difference in allele frequencies 289 of causal loci between populations was reflected by the markers, and from ~28% to ~32% 290 when the difference in allele frequencies of causal loci between populations was not reflected 291 by the markers. In contrast, regressing G resulted in higher estimated genetic correlations at 292 low marker density. For VLDP markers, the underestimation decreased from ~12% to ~8% 293 when the difference in allele frequencies of causal loci between populations was reflected by 294 the markers, and from ~41% to ~38% when the difference in allele frequencies of causal loci 295 between populations was not reflected by the markers. Thus, regressing G was only beneficial 296 for estimating the genetic correlation between populations when the marker density was low. 297
Standard errors across replicates for the estimated genetic correlation were generally small 298 for all scenarios (~0.02), and tended to be slightly larger for lower true genetic correlations. 299
Moreover, standard errors were slightly larger when the difference in allele frequencies of 300 causal loci between populations was not reflected by the markers (Figure 3B versus Figure 3A  301 and 3C). Regression of G towards the pedigree relationship matrix had no effect on the 302 standard error. 303
Genomic relationships 305
Genetic variance estimates are biased when the regression of true relationships on marker-306 based relationships is not equal to one (Goddard et al. 2011 ). We investigated whether this 307 could explain the underestimation of the genetic correlation by considering the genomic 308 relationships at the causal loci as the true relationships for that trait. In Figure 5 and 6, we 309 plotted the relationships at the causal loci versus the unregressed relationships at the markers 310 for one of the replicates. The regression coefficients for within-population genomic 311 relationships were close to one, and were only slightly lower when causal loci had different 312 allele frequencies ( Figure 6 ) compared to similar allele frequencies ( Figure 5 ) in the two 313 populations. This means that the within-population relationships at the markers can quite 314 accurately predict the relationships at the causal loci. 315
Regression coefficients of between-population relationships deviated more from one, 316 especially at low marker density. When the difference in allele frequencies of causal loci 317 between populations was reflected by the markers, the regression coefficients were ~0.8 for 318 HDP and LDP, and 0.67 for VLDP ( Figure 5 ). This means that the relationships at the 319 markers overpredict the relationships at the causal loci. When the difference in allele 320 frequencies of causal loci between populations was not reflected by the markers, regression 321 coefficients of between-population relationships were ~0.30 ( Figure 6 ). Thus the 322 overprediction of between-population relationships using markers was much larger when the 323 difference in allele frequency of the causal loci between the populations was not reflected by 324 the markers. 325
The correlation between the relationships at the causal loci and at the markers, i.e., the 326 accuracy of the marker-based relationships, decreased when the density of the markers 327 decreased ( Figure 5 and 6 ). When the difference in allele frequencies of causal loci between 328 populations was reflected by the markers, the correlation for within-population relationships 329 was ~0.91 for HDP and LDP, and ~0.88 for VLDP. The correlation for between-population 330 relationships was ~0.70 for HDP and LDP, and 0.60 for VLDP. The correlation between 331 relationships at causal loci and at markers was much lower when the difference in allele 332 frequencies of causal loci between populations was not reflected by the markers (within-333 population relationships: ~0.66 for HDP and LDP, ~0.63 for VLDP; between-population 334 relationships: ~0.09 for HDP and LDP, ~0.08 for VLDP). 335
DISCUSSION 336
The objective of this study was to investigate whether differences in LD and allele 337 frequencies of markers and causal loci between populations affect bias of the estimated 338 genetic correlation between populations. Results showed that when a difference in allele 339 frequencies of causal loci between populations was reflected by the markers, estimated 340 genetic correlations were only slightly underestimated using markers. This was even the case 341 when LD patterns, as measured by LD-statistic r, were different between populations. When 342 the difference in allele frequencies of causal loci between populations was not reflected by the scenarios. This suggests that enough markers were used to constrain the sampling error on 360 within-population relationships to an acceptable level, and that our estimated genetic 361 variances were only slightly affected by the difference in allele frequency distribution 362 between causal loci and markers. Thus the underestimation of the genetic correlation between 363 populations is not a result of biased genetic variance estimates. 364
The relative sampling error as a result of using a finite number of markers was much larger 365 for between-population relationships than for within-population relationships, because more 366 markers are needed to accurately estimate the small between-population relationships 367 (Goddard et al. 2011) . Moreover, the accuracy of predicting the between-population 368 relationships at the causal loci using markers was depending on the reflection of the 369 difference in allele frequency of causal loci between populations by the markers. Those two 370 effects can result in an underestimated genetic covariance between populations, which can 371 explain the slight underestimation of the genetic correlation in the scenarios where the 372 difference in allele frequencies of causal loci between the populations was reflected by the 373 markers, and the more severe underestimation in the scenarios where this was not the case. 374
The higher sampling error on between-population relationships can also explain the larger 375 underestimation of the genetic correlation for VLDP markers than for HDP and LDP markers. 376
Thus for estimating the genetic correlation between populations, it is important that the 377 difference in allele frequencies of causal loci between the populations is reflected by the 378 markers and that the number of markers is high. 379
380
Regression of the maker-based relationships 381
Regressing G towards the pedigree relationship matrix is a way to correct the marker-382 based relationships for the sampling error as a result of using a finite number of markers 383 (Powell et al. 2010 ). The regression was strongest for VLDP markers, where it reduced the 384 underestimation of the genetic correlation. Those results agree with the findings that 385 regressing G is important when the number of markers is low (Yang et al. 2010 ) and supports 386 our statement that relationships at VLDP markers were affected by sampling error. However, 387 regressing G increased the underestimation of the genetic correlation with HDP and LDP 388 markers. The reason for this is not clear. It might be that the regression of G not only reduces 389 the sampling error, but also amplifies the effect of the difference in allele frequency 390 distribution of causal loci and markers. 391
In our study, regressing G towards A was detrimental for estimating the genetic correlation 392 when using HDP (200 000) or LDP (20 000) markers, where all regression coefficients were 393 close to one, and regressing was beneficial when using VLDP (2000) markers, where 394 regression coefficients were considerably below one. The simulated genome was about one 395 third of the genome of livestock species such as cattle and chicken (Ihara et al. 2004; Groenen 396 et al. 2009 ). This would indicate that regressing G is detrimental when using a genome-wide 397 total of 60 000 or more markers in livestock. Note that this number of markers will depend on 398 the consistency in LD between populations. Between-population relationships are all closer to 399 zero when consistency in LD between populations is lower (Goddard 2009 ). Those lower 400 relationships generally require more markers to reduce their relative sampling error to an 401 acceptable level (Yang et al. 2010 ). Hence, we think that the regression coefficients may be a 402 better indicator for deciding whether or not to regress G; when all regression coefficients are 403 close to one, e.g., above 0.95, it is probably better to not regress G towards A when estimating 404 the genetic correlation between populations. 405
The coefficients to regress G towards A were approximated using the number of markers 406 and the variation in G markers -A, assuming that the sampling error was only a result of using a 407 
Consistency in LD 428
We used different marker densities to represent differences in consistency in LD between 429 populations. We expected that a lower consistency in LD would reduce the estimated genetic 430 correlation between populations, because it reduces the correlation between (apparent) marker 431 effects. Surprisingly, our results showed that estimated genetic correlations were similar with 432 HDP and LDP markers, and only slightly lower with VLDP markers. This can be explained 433 by the potential of marker-based relationships to accurately predict the relationships at the 434 causal loci, which is essential to unbiasedly estimate the genetic (co)variances and the genetic 435 correlation between populations. A lower consistency in LD between populations results in a 436 lower variation in between-population relationships (Goddard 2009; Goddard et al. 2011). 437 Because a lower consistency in LD reduces the variation in between-population relationships 438 at both causal loci and markers, the regression coefficient of the relationships at the causal 439 loci on the relationships at the markers may not be affected much ( Figure 5 Since marker density, and thereby the average LD between causal loci and nearest marker, 458 had no effect on the estimated genetic correlation, it is expected that the simulated LD pattern 459 did not affect the results. 460
We simulated causal loci randomly spread across the genome, which is not always the case 461 in real populations. When causal loci are enriched in regions with either high or low LD, 462 (co)variance estimates can be over-or underestimated (Speed et al. 2012; Yang et al. 2015) . 463
However, we would expect a smaller impact of the heterogeneity of LD on the estimated 464 genetic correlation than on the heritability, since differences in LD across the genome affect 465 both the genetic variance and covariance estimates. This mechanism may also explain why 466 genetic correlation estimates between traits within a population are less affected by 467 incomplete LD between causal loci and markers than genetic variance estimates (Trzaskowski 468 et al. 2013) . 469 470
Genomic relationship matrix 471
The current generation within each population was used as base population for our 472 genomic relationships, since we used current population-specific allele frequencies. This 473 means that between-population relationships are on average zero. When the consistency in LD 474 between the populations is not zero, due to the existence of a recent or distant common 475 ancestor, between-population relationships will show variation around zero (Goddard 2009 ). 476
That variation is essential in order to estimate the genetic correlation between populations, 477 and genetic correlation estimates are more precise when the variation in between-population 478 relationships is higher (Visscher et al. 2014) . 479
Another commonly used multi-population G matrix is the matrix following Chen et al. 480 (2013) . We repeated part of our analyses using that matrix, where the scaling factor of the 481 block between populations is  using G Chen . This underestimation is mainly a result of effectively removing markers 485 segregating in only one population from the scaling factor of between-population 486 relationships. This underestimation increases when those markers were also removed from 487 within-population relationships, because it increased the bias in genetic variance estimates. 488 Moreover, G Chen was more prone to singularities than G Wientjes For an unbiased estimate of the genetic correlation between populations from marker 506 information, it is important that marker-based relationships accurately predict the 507 relationships at causal loci, i.e., E(G causal loci |G markers ) = G markers . To achieve this, the difference 508 in allele frequencies of causal loci between the populations should be reflected by the 509 markers, and the number of markers should be sufficiently high to constrain the sampling 510 error on between-population relationships to an acceptable level. The consistency in LD 511 between populations has little effect on the bias of the estimated genetic correlation. 
